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Overview
The Regression III course takes a considerably different form than the first two regres-

sion classes at the Summer Program. This course will hopefully prepare you for the things
you will encounter when you (attempt to) publish quantitative work with linear models.
Initial linear model classes focus on the assumptions and theoretical considerations of lin-
ear models and generally walk you through estimation and interpretation. Good courses
also deal with diagnostics, though these often get less time than they should. Further,
it is not always obvious what violations of these assumptions will lead to in practical
terms. This course will provide you with a systematic approach to “bulletproofing” your
linear model. Those wishing to publish work including a quantitative analysis have to
be sensitive to those concerns reviewers might have about their statistical models (either
justified or not). We identify many of the common concerns reviewers might have and
provide students with the necessary skills to diagnose and fix these problems before they
become problems. Though we focus almost exclusively on the linear model (we will al-
lude to nonlinear models occasionally), the logic we follow will be helpful in dealing with
nonlinear models as well.

This course is a practical, data-analytic extension of what you (should have) learned
in your department’s linear models class or the Regression II class at the ICPSR Summer
Program. I assume that you are intimately familiar with the theoretical details of Or-
dinary Least Squares regression. There are slides that cover this material on the course
website. I suggest you peruse these and if these are not review for you, you may be better
of in the Regression II class. We will not spend time reviewing this material in class. As
we have a lot to cover, we will begin immediately

This course uses the R statistical computing environment exclusively. This is not
optional. This implies two things:

1. We will spend time going over R-code to generate the results we talk about in
class. The class will be theoretically driven, but will have a considerable amount of
associated computer work. If you are looking for a purely theoretical class, this is
very likely not the one for you.
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2. It is essential for you to know or be learning the R language. Many of the results we
generate in class are either impossible or (more likely) considerably more difficult
to generate in many other general purpose statistical software packages (e.g., Stata
and SPSS). John Fox is probably one of the smartest R people you will ever meet.
If you are not already proficient with R , you will need to take the “Statistical
Computing in R and S” classes offered by John in the evening over the first two
weeks of the first session

We will have lab classes that will allow you to get some hands-on practice with the results
we generate in class.

Finally, this is a class that deals exclusively with observational data - those not col-
lected in experimentally controlled environments. As such, we will spend little time on
ANOVA and no time at all talking about concerns that are specific to the analysis of
experimental data.

1. Preliminaries

1.1 Introduction

The first class will introduce the material. We will touch on the basic OLS model to
present the Gauss-Markov assumptions. For the most part, people who criticize your
model will be suggesting that certain of these assumptions do not hold. We’ll talk briefly
about what it means when these assumptions don’t hold. We’ll also take time in this
class to present the R statistical software. John Fox’s class will also start today, so this
introduction will be a precursor to his class

1.2 Resampling Techniques

Bootstrapping is a tool that will generate a sampling distribution for statistics with
no known sampling distribution or with a sampling distribution that is complicated to
compute. It might seem strange that we are talking about this now, but we will use
this (or similar) logic in trying to test the assumptions we’ll talk about for the next
few classes. This lecture is akin to going to Home Depot before you start fixing your
bathroom. We’re picking up a tool that will be useful for us later on.

2. Model Diagnostics in R

2.1 Linearity

I think the most important assumption about our linear models is that of linearity in the
relationship between Y and X. If we are not confident that this assumption holds, the
other assumptions are irrelevant. Without this assumption, we get biased, inconsistent
and inefficient results from OLS. The classes in this section will be as follows:
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1. What is the linearity assumption saying? We will consider graphical assessment of
the linearity assumption: Added-Variable plots, Partial-Residual plots, and residu-
als versus fitted plots. We will also look at statistical assessment of linearity with
categorical explanatory variables through “dummying out” categories and through
Alternating Conditional Expectations (ACE). In the last part of the class, we will
discuss scatterplot smoothers, how they work and how they can help in the diag-
nostic process

2. Why linearize our hypotheses rather than non-linearizing our models? Often times
in social science, we posit linear hypotheses (either implicitly or explicitly) because
we know we’ll be using a linear estimation technique. Why impose linearity if
our hypotheses are really about the endpoints of our variables (e.g., democracies
will be less likely to engage in repression than non-democracies). We will cover
transformations - both “guessing” and employing ML transformations (Box-Tidwell
and Box-Cox). We will talk about scatterplot smoothers as inferential tools. We
will also discuss regression splines - a more “theoretically” driven non-parametric
regression. Finally we’ll talk about about smoothing splines which require less input
from the researcher.

3. This is the first (of potentially two) classes on Generalized Additive Models (GAMs).
If the other class is taught, it will be toward the end of the class and will cover
additive extensions of GLMs. GAMs use smoothing splines to estimate additive
nonparametric relationships between Y and X. We will discuss the estimation
of these models and follow an extended example during which we’ll investigation
interpretation and presentation of these models as well as tests for more simple
parametric forms (including linearity).

2.2 Heteroskedasticity

Here, we will discuss how to diagnose heteroskedasticity through graphical displays of
residuals and through statistical tests. We will discuss two ways of “fixing” heteroskedas-
ticity in order to get valid test statistics - weighted least squares (WLS) and robust
standard errors. We will discuss the relative merits of each solution in different contexts.

2.3 Outliers and Influential Data

Here, we will discuss how results can be driven by one or a few influential observations.
We will at least start thinking about what is an acceptable number of observations that
we might have “driving” our results. We will discuss the merits of leaving out observa-
tions versus the slightly more generous technique of robust regression - down-weighting
potentially influential observations.
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3. Model Specification, Presentation and Concerns

3.1 Presentation of Linear Model Results

Here we will talk about the graphical presentation of model results including the presen-
tation and interpretation of interaction effects and polynomial regression models

3.2 Choosing the right Variables

Here, we’ll talk about choosing the right variables for the model. We want to strike a
balance between explanation (or explanatory power) and parsimony. We want to make
sure we’re not fitting our statistical models to the idiosyncracies of the data (rather than
the pattern in the population from which our sample was drawn). Toward this end, we’ll
discuss briefly stepwise regression (basically to show its flaws) and more on to subset
regression methods which provide us with a more complete picture of the fit of different
models. We will also talk about Leamer bounds and model averaging as ways of reflecting
the variability that exists as a function of the estimation of different models (which are
all potentially useful). Finally, we will talk about cross-validation as a method to prevent
overfitting of our statistical models. (This might have to be two classes)

3.3 Establishing Causality

Often, we are interested in making a causal argument and as such, need to estimate a
causal model. There are a couple of different concerns here in observational data. One is
endogeneity and the other is sensitivity to functional form.

1. Here, we will discuss model estimation in the face of endogenous explanatory vari-
ables - including 1) what is endogeneity, 2) what happens to our models when there
is endogeneity, 3) how do we diagnose it, and 4) how do we “fix” it. Toward this
end, we will discuss the well-established Instrumental Variables method looking at
both its virtues and its flaws including the pervasive situation of weak instruments
and quasi-instruments.

2. We will also spend time on matching methods. These methods are becoming more
popular in Political Science (and other Social Sciences). We’ll talk about propensity
score matching as well as some more high-tech methods such as genetic matching
that attempt to create a “sort of” experimental design from observational data

3.4 Dependent Data

Often times, we’re dealing with observations that are not independent. At best, this
means that our standard errors may be biased. At worst, it means that our coefficients
are biased, inconsistent and/or inefficient. We will investigate two fixes these problems:

1. Post-hoc standard error fixes can be helpful if all of the other model elements are
“right”. We’ll spend a bit of time talking about clustered and Panel-Corrected
standard errors and when these might be helpful,
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2. We’ll spend the rest of the two classes on dependent data talking about model-based
solutions: Random- or Fixed-effects for TSCS data (along with a bit of dynamics)
as well as Multilevel models for nested data.

4. Books

Below is a list of books I want to look at with the possibility of having some of them be
either required or recommended for the class. I think the Faraway book looks promising
as a general text and the Wood book looks great as a hopefully lower-tech example-driven
alternative to Hastie and Tibshirani’s book.
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